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by Gerry Paige Smith

Everyday Science Is Child’s Play
Our kids live in a world filled with opportunities for science 

learning. Finding meaningful ways to explore everyday sci-

ence can sometimes be a daunting task. Giving kids the tools 

to explore simple physics, chemistry and structures around 

them can both expose them to scientific principles in digest-

ible bits as well as generate specific conversations where kids 

(and adults) can learn much more about what’s really hap-

pening right in their own environment. The following toys 

and tools explore more closely scientific principles that are 

constantly working in the world around us, everyday.

Everyday Science Is Child’s Play

Recommending the Best Toys 
and Products for Kids

Robot Mouse Coding 
Activity Set
(Learning Resources)

As STEM (Science, Technology, Engi-
neering and Math) learning becomes increas-
ingly vital in the academic toolbox of our kids, 
finding play resources that support STEM is 
more important than ever. For the kids who are 
curious about computers, programming, and 
video games, the Robot Mouse Coding Set is 
an ideal primer to lay the groundwork for understanding the science 
behind these marvels. Coding cards guide kids through simple click 
programming as they plot the mouse’s path through a maze toward 
the cheese. The mouse features simple directional and action buttons 
on its back to make programming easy. With 16 maze grids, 22 walls 
and three tunnels, the maze is ever-changing and the challenges stay 
versatile. Spatial reasoning, forward thinking and problem solving be-
come child’s play as the basic concepts of coding are made simple.

Primary Science 
Mix & Measure
(Learning Resources)

While children are early 
arrivals to the attraction of 
scooping and pouring, this kind 
of play is also an ideal opportu-
nity to fine tune the activity into 
a primary introduction to volume 
measurement and very basic math.This set includes four measuring 
cups, three measuring spoons, a lidded bowl and a simple scale. 
Designed with small hands and short attention spans in mind, activity 
cards guide young learners through explorations that expose them 
to density, quantity, weight and more. Coupling kids’ natural desire to 
pour, mix and observe results, this kit provides the extra tweaks that 
enhance learning aspects that support their future understanding of 
measurement and mixtures. Kitchen counters, tub ledges and bath-
room sinks are the new frontiers of early science learning!

Magnetic Match Rings
(Popular Playthings)

Early handling of magnets 
reveals their power to attract and 
repulse, but there is so much more to 
be discovered about the positive and 
negative effects of magnetism. The 
Magnetic Match Rings set offers a 
structure to explore not only the polar-
ity of magnets and how they react 
against each other, but also offers 
the challenge of creating and match-
ing patterns that use and illustrate 
how magnetism works. Including 10 color-coded magnetic rings 
(each with a positive and negative side), a magnetic pole stand 
and 40 challenge cards, this set’s directed activities are a visible 
demonstration of the largely hidden power of magnets. An at-
tractive choice for both visual and hands-on learners, this set is 
easily stored and portable for on the go.

Smartphone 
Science Lab
(SmartLab Toys)

As smart phones become an 
increasingly common part of our 
adult landscape, kids have begun 
to mimic our attachment to these 
tech wonders. But what if a smart 
phone could become a conduit that channels kids’ attention 
past the screen and toward exploring the world around them? 
The Smartphone Science Lab comes with a collection of optical 
attachments (plus slides and an experiment book) that transform 
the phone into a tool for exploration. Opening young eyes to light 
waves, pixels, microscopic viewing, satellites, filtered optics and 
more, the attachments and guided activities encourage scientific 
learning using the phone as a tool for discovery. The smart phone 
ceases to be the destination for a child’s attention, but rather a 
channel for their broader, independent learning.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama.  More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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        A Page in a Book
Getting Lost in a Book
The word ‘lost’ is an early arrival in most children’s vocabulary. It applies to 

every important thing in a child’s world that becomes “unfindable” at some point. 
One sock, the best pacifier, the last cookie (fallen in the carseat), the favorite blan-
ket, an irreplaceable toy – all these things gain critical importance and meaning 
in the moment that a child realizes they are ‘lost’. And the search begins. And like 
every search, unexpected treasures are found along the way. The following titles 
all examine the process of finding something that is hidden or lost, and what is 
revealed in the journey of discovery.

Where’s the Elephant?
by Stephane-Yves Barroux (Candlewick Press)

An elephant, a snake and a parrot enter a wilderness, effectively disappearing in a riot of foliage 
and color. With only a brief introduction to the animals, young eyes begin searching each subsequent 
two-page spread to see if they can find the hidden trio. This becomes more challenging as the el-
ephant, snake and parrot camouflage themselves within a search grid (the forest) that’s becoming 
smaller with each turn of the page. Inspired by his trip to the Amazon where he saw deforestation 
first-hand, Barroux subtly illustrates the effects of habitat loss within this colorfully rendered and hopeful 
adventure. Eye-opening in more ways than one, Where’s the Elephant is an inspirational twist on the 
traditional seek-and-find title.

Alfie’s Lost Sharkie
by Anna Walker (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

When Dad announces bath time, Alfie becomes instantly aware that his beloved Sharkie is miss-
ing. The search begins as Alfie looks for his favorite toy in all the customary places (and many outside 
the norm). With his Dad struggling to keep the evening routine on track, every step along the way is 
punctuated by new places that Alfie needs to explore in his effort to find Sharkie. With a Dad who is ex-
asperated by all the side-trips, delays and restless resistance from a child who refuses to give up the 
search, parents will find familiar scenarios throughout this charming journey toward bedtime. Walker’s 
expressive artwork and soft colors smooth out the mania that accompanies lost ‘lovies’ making it an 
ideal find for bedtime reading.

Clark in the Deep Sea
by R.W. Alley (Clarion / Houghton Mifflin Harcourt)

It’s a rainy afternoon on the porch as a group of siblings each find their own way to stay 
busy and dry. But the mood changes when youngest sister Annabelle’s imaginary circus per-
formance flies off the high wire as the star attraction. Her beloved stuffed bear launches out 
into the soggy sea of the yard. Brother Clark springs into action and dives deep within the wet 
surrounds (and his own colorful musings) as he seeks to find and bring back the lost bear. The 
dog plays the shark, an umbrella becomes a bathysphere and siblings evolve into an undersea 
recovery team with a mission to save the day. A make-believe search and rescue has very real 
implications when a beloved member of the party needs finding!

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com. 
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